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Microservices

 Breaks down at intervals, 
probably related to 
harvesters or being 
harvested

One for editing and one for 
Harvesting / CSW (because 
of index-problem)

Administration task (batch, 
indexing,...) performance

Slow edits





Microservices / What are the priority components?



UX/UI
Q8 - UX/UI / What sounds the most important in the move to a new UI?



UX/UI
Q9 - UX/UI / Which components to concentrate on first?



Your feedback
From the pre-meeting survey



Pros



Cons



Expectations



Some items reported a couple of times ...
Harvesting open data catalogue - Experiment tested with CKAN, OpenDataSoft 

Standard plugins / DCAT-AP, EML, HNAP - GeoCat is working on making standards 
easier to plug in the system

Batch edits - Check the doc and add your examples, spreadsheet like editing ...

Easier editing - Editor is fully configurable but can probably still be easier

OGC API Records - Draft implementation may be funded soon by EEA

More modularity - Clustering, Search API module

https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/pull/4034
https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/pull/4701
https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/pull/4701
https://geonetwork-opensource.org/manuals/trunk/en/user-guide/workflow/batchediting.html#examples
https://geonetwork-opensource.org/manuals/trunk/en/customizing-application/editor-ui/creating-custom-editor.html
https://github.com/opengeospatial/ogcapi-records


Web Accessibility
Share accessibility evaluation reports (eg. FI)

GeoCat (@Michel Gabriel) made improvements in 3.x branch (with Dutch National 
Institute for Public Health and the Environment) - and probably more work needed 
...

On going prototyping to start a new UI from scratch should consider that from the 
beginning (storybook helps testing it, CSS frameworks take this more into account 
eg. contrast)

https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/issues/4694
https://www.rivm.nl/en
https://www.rivm.nl/en
https://github.com/geonetwork/geonetwork-ui


Performance, large catalogue supports
Some of you are running catalogs with 
lots of records - maybe some 
experience and setup to share? - DE, 
FR, ...

● “Adjustments to be able to deal with 
so many records.” 

● Some part of the apps works ok, 
some don’t

Something to add to the doc?
620K records

https://geonetwork-opensource.org/manuals/trunk/en/maintainer-guide/production-use/index.html
http://www.ifremer.fr/geonetwork-sdn


Security
Also don’t hesitate to report security issues

Eg. some of you are driving automatic security checks (eg. BRGM, Eurostat)

Github.com is also reporting library update notifications (In version 4, with EEA, 
we are updating to Spring 5, Spring Security, Hibernate, JPA) - also a prerequisite 
for Java 11, OpenAPI, helps for microservices

https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/pull/4749


Documentation
“It’s getting better”, .. “Not up to 
date”

Indeed room for improvements 
here - We need more 
collaborative work probably.

Codesprint sponsored by 
BRGM last November.

~3 persons in 3 days made 
good progress. 

Index fields, Batch editing, Large catalog configuration, ...



Community events
2020 Bolsena sprint will unfortunately be 
remote next week but is maintained

https://github.com/geonetwork/core-geonetwork/wiki/Bolsena-2020


Topics for the next user meeting ?



Topics for the next user meeting ?
… that we hope less virtual!



Version 3.10.3 Version 4.alpha2, 3, 4 … will be 
released depending on progress

Will be released tomorrow
(Thanks Jose Garcia)



https://geonetwork-opensource.org/usermeeting2020.html


Thank you
Any other questions?


